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Two lovely sisters, Kayla and Alice, sat on the front of their boat, looking for dolphins. Alice, when her sister was spotted something. A Dolphin!" She exclaimed.
In the distance, Alice saw a small black fin rising above, then setting below the water. The fin was not the usual light gray, but a pitch black color against the sea green water.
Alice asked her parents if she could go explore. Her father gave a glance at her mother, who finally said in return. He may take the seadoos, he helped them on the miniature boats while fastened their lifejackets. I thought... I have to see if it even is a dolphin... I have to find that...
Alice and Kayla rode to the sandbanks. Finally, they spotted the black dolphin. The dolphin's size was small. Very small. Not the normal size of a dolphin...

Here he is! Vrooom vroom.
This got her thinking. AHA! She knew it! It was a baby dolphin! She was so excited! There had not been many baby dolphins lately in Cotton Bayou. "Look Kayla—right there. It's a baby dolphin. Next to his mama." Then to her father she said, "A baby dolphin!" "Wonderful," he replied with a smile on his face. "I heard there was one born last week. The waters are getting healthier it seems!"
Alice was very delighted. She hoped she would be able to watch the pup grow into an adult, and she knew she could help it grow up by keeping Cotton Bayou safe and clean. Then, it would be a good place for the dolphin to live. That was the best way she could be a friend... The Dolphin Way.